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About the exhibition…
Matter of Stuff and sketch present Cocktail Atmospheres
Launching during London Design Festival, the exhibition will feature works by thirteen international designers.
The exhibition will unveil new works, including, Luminarie by Sabina Belfiore Lucovich, a drinks bar aptly
named A Drink with Wes by 1millimetre and Club Chair by Glen Baghurst. A flight of especially designed
cocktails imagined by sketch mixologists will provide an edible design experience throughout the duration of
the festival, complementing the pieces on show. The limited-edition evening drinks will be available to order in
the newly restored Parlour room.
Unveiling at sketch, Sabina Belfiore Lucovich’s Luminarie is a poetic handcrafted light that evokes Sabina’s
memories of lights seen at religious festivals in southern Italy. LED technology, combined with copper, will bring
the ethereal, light-weight mobile to life in the Grade II listed building’s alcoves.
A Drink With Wes, designed by 1millimetre, is a navy blue bar trolley with copper and vegetable-tanned leather
detailing. With functionality and craftsmanship at its heart, the design features an integrated ice bucket and ice
cooler, a wine glass rack, a bin, a tool drawer, a retractable handle and a chopping board.
About Matter of Stuff
Matter of Stuff is a London based design gallery and creative studio established in 2014. Co-founders Simona
Auteri and Sofia Steffenoni coordinate a community of designers, manufacturers, filmmakers and storytellers
with the aim of promoting a culture where craftsmanship is at the heart of any creation.
Matter of Stuff’s work spans between design, craftsmanship, architecture, communication and art. MOS’ team
include architects, metalwork and stone specialists and a filmmaker. The gallery’s name, Matter of Stuff, was
selected to evoke the importance of raw materials that are the base of everyday objects, while giving insight
into the nature of the design process.
Matter of Stuff
www.matterofstuff.com
instagram/twitter - matterofstuff
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